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Some Applications of Information Hiding 
 
Unobtrusive communications are required by military and intelligence agencies: even if 

the content is encrypted, the detection of a signal on a modern battlefield may lead 

rapidly to an attack on the signaler. For this reason, military communications use 

techniques such as spread spectrum modulation or meteor scatter transmission to make 

signals hard for the enemy to detect or jam.Criminals also place great value on 

unobtrusive communications and their preferred technologies include prepaid mobile 

phones and hacked corporate switchboards through which calls can be rerouted. As a side 

effect, law enforcement and counterintelligence agencies are interested in understanding 

these technologies and their weaknesses, so as to detect and trace hidden messages.  

 

Information hiding techniques also underlie many attacks on "multilevel secure" systems 

used by military organizations. A virus or other malicious code propagates itself from 

"low security" to ''high security" levels and then signals data downwards using a covert 

channel in the operating system or by hiding information directly in data that may be 

declassified .  

 

Information hiding techniques can also be used in situations where plausible  

deniability6 is required. "The obvious motivation for plausible deniability is when the 

two communicating parties are engaged in an activity which is somehow illicit, and they 

wish to avoid being caught" but more legitimate motives include fair voting, personal 

privacy, or limitation of liability. One possible mechanism providing such property is the 

steganographic file system, presented by Anderson, Needham, and Shamir: if a user 

knows a file's name, he can retrieve it; but if he does not, he cannot even obtain evidence 

that the file exists .  

 

Anonymous communications, including anonymous remailers and Web proxies, are 

required by legitimate users to vote privately in online elections, make political claims, 

consume sexual material, preserve online free speech, or to use digital cash. But the same 

techniques can be abused for defamation, blackmail, or unsolicited commercial mailing. 

The ethical positions of the players in the information hiding game are not very clear so 

the design of techniques providing such facilities requires careful thought about the 

possible abuses, which might be nonobvious.  

 

The healthcare industry and especially medical imaging systems may benefit from 

information hiding techniques. They use standards such as DICOM (digital imaging and 

communications in medicine) which separates image data from the caption, such as the 

name of the patient, the date, and the physician. Sometimes the link between image and 

patient is lost, thus, embedding the name of the patient in the image could be a useful 

safety measure . It is still an open question whether such marking would have any effect 

on the accuracy of the diagnosis but recent studies by Cosman et al. revealing that lossy 

compression has little effect, let us believe that this might be feasible. Another emerging 

technique related to the healthcare industry is hiding messages in DNA sequences . This 

could be used to protect intellectual property in medicine, molecular biology or genetics.  

A number of other applications of information hiding have been proposed in the context 



of multimedia applications. In many cases they can use techniques already developed for 

copyright marking directly; in others, they can use adapted schemes or shed interesting 

light on technical issues. They include the following:  

 

• Automatic monitoring of copyrighted material on the Web: A robot searches the 

Web for marked material and hence identifies potential illegal usage. An alternative 

technique downloads images from the Internet, computes a digest of them, and compares 

this digest with digests registered in its database.  

 

• Automatic audit of radio transmissions: A computer can listen to a radio station and 

look for marks, which indicate that a particular piece of music, or advertisement, has 

been broadcast . 

 

• Data augmentation: Information is added for the benefit of the public. This can be 

details about the work, annotations, other channels , or purchasing information (nearest 

shop, price, producer, etc.) so that someone listening to the radio in a car could simply 

press a button to order the compact disc. This can also be hidden information used to 

index pictures or music tracks in order to provide more efficient retrieval from databases.  

 

• Tamper proofing: The information hidden in a digital object may be a signed 

"summary" of it, which can be used to prevent or to detect unauthorized modifications  

 

Some of these applications and techniques will be detailed in the next chapters. We tried 

to keep chapters simple enough such that any computer science graduate student can 

understand them without much problem. Note however that steganography and digital 

watermarking require some background in various disciplines including cryptography, 

image processing, information theory, and statistics.  
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A Brief History of Information Hiding  
 

In this section we do not intend to cover the whole history of information 

hiding, rather just give the important landmarks.  

Technical Steganography  
 

The most famous examples of steganography go back to antiquity. In his 

Histories, Herodotus (c. 486-425 B.C.) tells how around 440 B.C. Histiæus 

shaved the head of his most trusted slave and tattooed it with a message 

which disappeared after the hair had regrown. The purpose was to instigate a 

revolt against the Persians. Astonishingly, the method was still used by some 

German spies at the beginning of the 20th century. Herodotus also tells how 

Demeratus, a Greek at the Persian court, warned Sparta of an imminent 

invasion by Xerxes, King of Persia: he removed the wax from a writing 

tablet, wrote his message on the wood underneath and then covered the 

message with wax. The tablet looked exactly like a blank one (it almost 

fooled the recipient as well as the customs men). A large number of 

techniques were invented or reported by Æneas the Tactician, including 

letters hidden in messengers' soles or women's earrings, text written on wood 

tablets and then whitewashed, and notes carried by pigeons. He also 

proposed hiding text by changing the heights of letterstrokes or by making 

very small holes above or below letters in a cover-text. This latter technique 

was still in use during the 17th century, but was improved by Wilkins (1614-

1672) who used invisible ink to print very small dots instead of making 

holes and was reused again by German spies during both World Wars . A 

modern adaptation of this technique is still in use for document security and 

prints blocks of tiny pixels across a page to encode information such as date, 
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printer identifier, and user identifier.  

In 1857, Brewster already suggested hiding secret messages "in spaces not 

larger than a full stop or small dot of ink" and by 1860 the basic problems of 

making tiny images had been solved by Dragon, a French photographer: 

during the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-1871, while Paris was besieged, 

messages on microfilm were sent out by pigeon post . During the Russo-

Japanese war of 1905, microscopic images were hidden in ears, nostrils, and 

under fingernails. Finally, Brewster's idea became real by World War I when 

messages to and from spies were reduced to microdots by several stages of 

photographic reduction and then stuck on top of printed periods or commas 

in innocuous cover material such as magazines .  

 

Invisible inks have been used extensively. They were originally made of 

available organic substances (such as milk or urine) or "salt armoniack 

dissolved in water" and developed with heat; progress in chemistry helped to 

create more sophisticated combinations of ink and developer by the first 

World War, but the technology fell into disuse with the invention of 

"universal developers" which could determine which parts of a piece of 

paper had been wetted from the effects on the surfaces of the fibers. This 

leads to the more familiar application-specific information hiding and 

marking technologies found in the world of secure printing . Watermarks in 

paper are a very old anticounterfeiting technique; more recent innovations 

include special ultraviolet fluorescent inks used in printing traveler's checks. 

As the lamps used in photocopiers have a high ultra -violet content, it can be 

arranged that photocopies come out overprinted with "void" in large letters.  
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Another example comes from architecture: since its early days, artists have 

understood that works of sculpture or painting appear different from certain 

angles, and established rules for perspective and anamorphosis .Through the 

16th and 17th centuries anamorphic images supplied an ideal means of 

camouflaging dangerous political statements and heretical ideas . A 

masterpiece of hidden anamorphic imagery—the Vexierbild—was created in 

the 1530s by Shö, a Nürnberg engraver, pupil of Dürer (1471-1528); when 

one looks at it straight on, one sees a strange landscape, but looking from the 

side reveals portraits of famous kings.  

 

Linguistic Steganography  

 

A widely used method of linguistic steganography is the acrostic. The most 

famous example is probably Giovanni Boccaccio's (1313-1375) Amorosa 

visione which is said to be the "world's hugest acrostic" . Boccaccio first 

wrote three sonnets—containing about 1,500 letters all together—and then 

wrote other poems such that the initial of the successive tercets correspond 

exactly to the letters of  

 

 

the sonnets. Another famous example of acrostic comes from the 

Hypnerotomachia Poliphili, 1 published in 1499. This puzzling and 

enigmatic book, written anonymously, reveals the guilty love between a 

monk and a woman: the first letter of the thirty eight chapters spelled out 

"Poliam frater Franciscus Columna peramavit."2  
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Expanding on the simple idea of the acrostic, monks and other literate 

people found ways to better conceal messages mainly into text. By the 16th 

and 17th centuries, there had arisen a large amount of literature on 

steganography and many of the methods depended on novel means of 

encoding information. In his 400 page book Schola Steganographica , 

Gaspar Schott (1608-1666) expands the "Ave Maria" code proposed by 

Trithemius in Polygraphiæ, together with Steganographia (see Figure 1.2) 

two of the first known books in the field of cryptography and steganography. 

The expanded code uses 40 tables, each of which contains 24 entries (one 

for each letter of the alphabet of that time) in four languages: Latin, German, 

Italian, and French. Each letter of the plain-text is replaced by the word or 

phrase that appears in the corresponding table entry and the stego -text ends 

up looking like a prayer, a simple correspondence letter, or a magic spell. 

Schott also explains how to hide messages in music scores; each note 

corresponds to a letter (Figure 1.1). Another method, based on the number of 

occurrences of notes used by J. S. Bach, is mentioned by Bauer .John 

Wilkins, showed how "two Musicians may discourse with one another by 

playing upon their instruments of musick as well as by talking with their 

instruments of speech" . He also explains how one can hide secretly a 

message into a geometric drawing using points, lines, or triangles: "the 

point, the ends of the lines and the angles of the figures do each of them by 

their different situation express a several letter" .  

 

An improvement is made when the message is hidden at random locations in 

the cover-text. This idea is the core of many current steganographic systems. 

In a security protocol developed in ancient China, the sender and the 
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receiver had copies of a paper mask with a number of holes cut at random 

locations. The sender would place his mask over a sheet of paper, write the 

secret message into the holes, remove the mask, and then compose a cover 

message incorporating the code ideograms. The receiver could read the 

secret message at once by placing his mask over the resulting letter. In the 

early 16th century Cardan (1501 -1576), an Italian mathematician, 

reinvented this method which is now known as the Cardan grille.  

 

The presence of errors or stylistic features at predetermined points in the 

cover material is another way to select the location of the embedded 

information. An  

 

 

 

early example was a technique used by Francis Bacon (1561-1626) in his 

biliterarie alphabet , which seems to be linked to the controversy of whether 
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he wrote the works attributed to Shakespeare . In this method each letter is 

encoded in a five-bit binary code and embedded in the cover-text by printing 

the letters in either normal or italic fonts. The variability of 16th century 

typography acted as camouflage. Similar techniques have been used in an 

electronic publishing pilot project: copyright messages and serial numbers 

have been hidden in the line spacing and other format features of documents 

.It was found that shifting text lines up or down by one-three-hundredth of 

an inch to encode zeros and ones was robust against multigeneration 

photocopying and could not be noticed by most people.  

 

Further examples come from the world of mathematical tables. Publishers of 

logarithm tables and astronomical ephemerides in the 17th and 18th century 

used to introduce errors deliberately in the least significant digits . To this 

day, database and mailing list vendors insert bogus entries in order to 

identify customers who try to resell their products.  
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Copyright Enforcement  

 

A last example of an old solution that is being reused against forgery and for 

copy protection is the catalog of signed images of Claude Gellée of Lorraine 

(1600-1682), also known as Claude Lorrain. Lorrain's reputation as a 

landscape painter was such that he was attracting imitations. So, he 

introduced a method for protecting his intellectual property nearly 100 years 

before any relevant law was introduced. 3 From some time around 1635 

until the end of his life in 1682, Lorrain kept a book that he called the Liber 

Veritatis. The Liber Veritatis was a collection of drawings in the form of a 

sketchbook. The book was specially made for him, with a scheme of 

alternating pages, four blue pages followed by four white, which repeated in 

this manner and contained around 195 drawings.  

 

Baldinucci (1624?-1696), the second biographer of Lorrain, reported that the 

purpose in creating the Liber Veritatis was to protect Lorrain against 

forgery.4 In fact, any comparison between drawings and paintings goes to 

show that the former were designed to serve as a ''check'' on the latter and 

from the Liber any very careful observer could tell whether a given painting 

was a forgery or not.  

 

Similar techniques are being used today. ImageLock , for instance, keeps a 

central database of image digests and periodically searches the Web for 

images having the same digest. Tracking systems based on private 

watermarks also require central databases. Unfortunately, apart from the 
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extent of the problem (which is now global) nothing much has changed, 

since such services still do not provide any proof of infringement.  

 

Wisdom from Cryptography  

 

Although steganography is different from cryptography, we can borrow 

many of the techniques and much practical wisdom from the latter, a more 

thoroughly researched discipline. In 1883, Auguste Kerckhoffs enunciated 

the first principles of cryptographic engineering, in which he advises that we 

assume the method used to encipher data is known to the opponent, so 

security must lie only in the choice of key 5. The history of cryptology since 

then has repeatedly shown the folly of "security-by-obscurity"—the 

assumption that the enemy will remain ignorant of the system in use, one of 

the latest examples being mobile phones .  

 

Applying this wisdom, we obtain a tentative definition of a secure stego-

system: one where an opponent who understands the system, but does not 

know the key, can obtain no evidence (or even grounds for suspicion) that a 

communication has taken place. It will remain a central principle that 

steganographic processes intended for wide use should be published, just 

like commercial cryptographic algorithms and protocols. This teaching of 

Kerckhoffs holds with particular force for watermarking techniques intended 

for use in evidence, which "must be designed and certified on the 

assumption that they will be examined in detail by a hostile expert," 

Anderson .  
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So one might expect that designers of copyright marking systems would 

publish the mechanisms they use, and rely on the secrecy of the keys 

employed. Sadly, this is not the case; many purveyors of such systems keep 

their mechanisms subject to nondisclosure agreements, sometimes offering 

the rationale that a patent is pending.  

 

That any of these security-by-obscurity systems ever worked was a matter of 

luck. Yet many steganographic systems available today just embed the 

"hidden" data in the least significant bits of an audio or video file—which is 

trivial for a capable opponent to detect and remove.  
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Main Subdisciplines of Information Hiding 

 
 

Covert channels have been defined by Lampson , in the context of 

multilevel secure systems (e.g., military computer systems), as 

communication paths that were neither designed nor intended to transfer 

information at all. 

These channels are typically used by untrustworthy programs to leak 

information to their owner while performing a service for another program. 

These communication channels have been studied at length in the past to 

find ways to confine such programs. We will not extend much more on this 

topic except as an example of covert communication on 

Ethernet networks and in the context of image downgrading . 

Anonymity is finding ways to hide the metacontent of messages, that is, the 

sender and the recipients of a message. Early examples include anonymous 

remailers as described by Chaum and onion routing, proposed by 

Goldschlag, Reed, and Syverson . The idea is that one can obscure the trail 

of a message by using a set of remailers or routers as long as the 

intermediaries do not collude; so trust remains the cornerstone of these tools. 

Note that there are different variants depending on who is "anonymized"; 

sender, receiver, or both. Web applications have focused on receiver 

anonymity while email users are concerned with sender anonymity. An 

important subdiscipline of information hiding is steganography. While 

cryptography is about protecting the content of messages, steganography is 

about concealing their very existence. This modern adaptation of 

steganographia (Trithemius, 1462–1516), assumed from Greek , literally 

means "covered writing" [5], and is usually interpreted to mean hiding 
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information in other information (Figure 1.2 shows the cover page of 

Trithemius' book). Examples include sending a message to a spy by marking 

certain letters in a newspaper using invisible ink, and adding subperceptible 

echo at certain places in an audio recording.  

Watermarking, as opposed to steganography, has the additional requirement 

of robustness against possible attacks. In this context, the term "robustness" 

is still not very clear; it mainly depends on the application, but a successful 

attack will simply try to make the mark undetectable.. Robustness has strong 

implications in the overall design of a watermarking system and this is one 

of the reasons why we will treat steganography and digital watermarking 

separately in this book. Watermarks do not always need to be hidden, as 

some systems use visible digital watermarks , but most of the literature has 

focussed on imperceptible (invisible, transparent, or inaudible, depending on 

the context) digital 

watermarks which have wider applications. Visible digital watermarks are 

strongly linked to the original paper watermarks which appeared at the end 

of the 13th century . Modern visible watermarks may be visual patterns (e.g., 

a company logo or copyright sign) overlaid on digital images and are widely 

used by many 

photographers who do not trust invisible watermarking techniques . 

From this brief overview the reader may have already noticed another 

fundamental difference between steganography and watermarking. The 

information hidden by a watermarking system is always associated to the 

digital object to be protected or to its owner while steganographic systems 

just hide any information. The "robustness" criteria are also different, since 

steganography is mainly concerned with detection of the hidden message 
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while watermarking concerns potential removal by a pirate. Finally, 

steganographic communications are usually point-to-point (between sender 

and receiver) while watermarking techniques are usually one-to-many. 
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Frameworks for Secret Communication 
 

Most applications of steganography follow one general principle, illustrated 

in Figure 2.2. Alice, who wants to share a secret message m with Bob, 

randomly chooses (using the private random source r) a harmless message c, 

called cover-object, which can be transmitted to Bob without raising 

suspicion, and embeds the secret message into c, probably by using a key k, 

called stego-key. Alice therefore changes the cover c to a stego-object s. 

This must be done in a very careful way, so that a third  

 

 

 

party, knowing only the apparently harmless message s, cannot detect the 

existence of the secret. In a ''perfect" system, a normal cover should not be 

distinguishable from a stego-object, neither by a human nor by a computer 

looking for statistical pattern. Theoretically, covers could be any computer-

readable data such as image files, digital sound, or written text.  
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Alice then transmits s over an insecure channel to Bob and hopes that 

Wendy will not notice the embedded message. Bob can reconstruct m since 

he knows the embedding method used by Alice and has access to the key k 

used in the embedding process. This extraction process should be possible 

without the original cover c.  

 

A third person watching the communication should not be able to decide 

whether the sender is active in the sense that he sends covers containing 

secret messages rather than covers without additional information. More 

formally, if an observer has access to a set {c1,   . . . , cn} of cover-objects 

transmitted between both communication parties, he should be unable to 

decide which cover-objects ci contain secret information. Thus, the security 

of invisible communication lies mainly in the inability to distinguish cover-

objects from stego-objects.  

 

In practice however, not all data can be used as cover for secret 

communication, since the modifications employed in the embedding process 

should not be visible to anyone not involved in the communication process. 

This fact requires the cover to contain sufficient redundant data, which can 

be replaced by secret information. As an example, due to measuring errors, 

any data which are the result of some physical  

scanning process will contain a stochastic component called noise. Such 

random artifacts can be used for the submission of secret information, as we 

will see in the next few chapters. In fact, it turns out that noisy data has more 

advantageous properties in most steganographic applications.  
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Obviously a cover should never be used twice, since an attacker who has 

access to two ''versions" of one cover can easily detect and possibly 

reconstruct the message. To avoid accidental reuse, both sender and receiver 

should destroy all covers they have already used for information transfer.  

 

 In the literature there are basically three types of steganographic 

protocols: pure steganography, secret key steganography, and public key 

steganography; the latter is based on principles of public key cryptography. 

In the  

following subsections, all three types will be discussed.  

 

 

Pure Steganography  

 

We call a steganographic system which does not require the prior exchange 

of some secret information (like a stego-key) pure steganography. Formally, 

the embedding process can be described as a mapping E : C×M → C, where 

C is the set of possible covers and M the set of possible messages.2 The 

extraction process consists of a mapping D : C → M, extracting the secret 

message out of a cover. Clearly, it is necessary that |C| ≥ |M|. Both sender 

and receiver must have access to the embedding and extraction algorithm, 

but the algorithms should not be public.  
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In most practical steganographic systems the set C is chosen to consist of 

meaningful, and apparently harmless messages (like the set of all meaningful 

digital images, or like texts produced using Trithemius' tables discussed in 

Chapter 1), two communication partners would be able to exchange without 

raising suspicion. The embedding process is defined in a way that a cover 

and the corresponding stego-object are perceptually similar. Formally, 

perceptual similarity can be defined via a similarity function:  

 

 

In the case of digital images or digital sound the correlation between two 

signals can be used as a similarity function. Therefore, most practical 

steganographic systems try to fulfill the condition sim(c, E(c, m)) ≈ 1 for all 

m ∈ M and c ∈ C.  

 

Covers which have not been used before should be private to the sender (i.e., 

an attacker should not have access to the covers used for secret 

communication). For instance, the sender could create covers through the 

use of recording or scanning techniques. For every communication process, 

a cover is randomly chosen. Rather than selecting one cover at random the 

sender could also look through the database of usable covers and select one 

that the embedding process will change the least. Such a selection process 

can be done via the similarity function sim. In the encoding phase, the 

sender chooses a cover c with the property  
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If the cover is the result of some scanning process, the original can be 

digitized again and again. Due to the noise in the hardware, every process 

will produce a slightly different cover. The sender could select one, best 

suitable for communication. Such a technique, called selection method of 

invisibility.  

 

Some researchers propose public cover databases. Since an attacker who has 

access to the original version of a cover can easily detect the secret, the 

sender chooses one element c out of the database and performs some 

modifications to get a cover c′. He then uses this new cover for secret 

communication. This method, however, is not free of dangers. If an attacker 

has knowledge of the modification techniques used, he can create the "plain" 

cover (i.e., the cover without the secret information) himself and break the 

communication. Even if he does not know the techniques which have been 

applied, he could create a similar cover by comparing c to the stego-object.  

 

Some steganographic methods combine traditional cryptography with 

steganography: the sender encrypts the secret message prior to the 

embedding process. Clearly, such a combination increases the security of the 

overall communication process, as it is more difficult for an attacker to 

detect embedded ciphertext (which itself has a rather random appearance) in 

a cover. Strong steganographic systems, however, do not need prior 

enciphering  
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Secret Key Steganography  

With pure steganography, no information (apart from the functions E and D) 

is required to start the communication process; the security of the system 

thus depends entirely on its secrecy. This is not very secure in practice 

because this violates Kerckhoffs' principle . So we must assume that Wendy 

knows the algorithm Alice and Bob use for information transfer. In theory, 

she is able to extract information out of every cover sent between Alice and 

Bob. The security of a steganographic system should thus rely on some 

secret information traded by Alice and Bob, the stego-key. Without 

knowledge of this key, nobody should be able to extract secret information 

out of the cover.  

 

A secret key steganography system is similar to a symmetric cipher: the 

sender chooses a cover c and embeds the secret message into c using a secret 

key k. If the key used in the embedding process is known to the receiver, he 

can reverse the process and extract the secret message. Anyone who does not 

know the secret key should not be able to obtain evidence of the encoded 

information. Again, the cover c and the stego-object can be perceptually 

similar.  

 

 

 

Secret key steganography requires the exchange of some key, although the 
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transmission of additional secret information subverts the original intention 

of invisible communication. So as in cryptography, we assume that all 

communication parties are able to trade secret keys through a secure 

channel. Alice and Bob could agree on a stego-key before imprisonment. 

However, by using some characteristic features of the cover and a secure 

hash function H it is possible to calculate a key used for secret 

communication directly out of the cover: k = H(feature). If the embedding 

process does not change the "feature," the receiver is able to recalculate the 

key. Obviously such a feature has to be highly "cover dependent" to reach an 

adequate level of security (however, the security depends on the secrecy of 

H, thus violating Kerckhoffs' principle again). If the cover is a digital image, 

one could take all most significant bits of the cover's color values as a 

"feature.'' This method could be also used to calculate a secret session key 

out of a general key k′ valid for a longer period of time, if the hash function 

depends on k′.  

 

Some algorithms additionally require the knowledge of the original cover (or 

some other information not derivable from the stego-object) in the decoding 

phase. Such systems are of limited interest, because their use requires the 

transmission of the original cover, a problem strongly related to key-

exchange in traditional cryptography. These algorithms can be seen as a 

special case of secret key steganographic systems in which K = C or K = 

C×K′ where K′ denotes an additional set of secret keys.  

 

Public Key Steganography  
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As in public key cryptography, public key steganography does not rely on 

the exchange of a secret key. Public key steganography systems require the 

use of two keys, one private and one public key; the public key is stored in a 

public database. Whereas the public key is used in the embedding process, 

the secret key is used to reconstruct the secret message.  

 

One way to build a public key steganography system is the use of a public 

key cryptosystem. We will assume that Alice and Bob can exchange public 

keys of some public key cryptography algorithm before imprisonment (this 

is, however, a more reasonable assumption). Public key steganography 

utilizes the fact that the decoding function D in a steganography system can 

be applied to any cover c, whether or not it already contains a secret message 

(recall that D is a function on the entire set C). In the latter case, a random 

element of M will be the result, we will call it "natural randomness" of the 

cover. If one assumes that this natural randomness is statistically 

indistinguishable from ciphertext produced by some public key 

cryptosystem, a secure steganography system can be built by embedding 

ciphertext rather than unencrypted secret messages.  

 

A protocol which allows public key steganography has been proposed by 

Anderson in; it relies on the fact that encrypted information is random 

enough to "hide in plain sight": Alice encrypts the information with Bob's 

public key to obtain a random-looking message and embeds it in a channel 

known to Bob (and hence also to Wendy), thereby replacing some of the 

"natural randomness" with which every communication process is 

accompanied. We will assume that both the cryptographic algorithms and 
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the embedding functions are publicly known. Bob, who cannot decide a 

priori if secret information is transmitted in a specific cover, will suspect the 

arrival of a message and will simply try to extract and decrypt it using his 

private key. If the cover actually contained information, the decrypted 

information is Alice's message.  

 

Since we assumed that Wendy knows the embedding method used, she can 

try to extract the secret message sent from Alice to Bob. However, if the 

encryption method produces random-looking ciphertext, Wendy will have 

no evidence that the extracted information is more than some random bits. 

She thus cannot decide if the extracted information is meaningful or just part 

of the natural randomness, unless she is able to break the cryptosystem.  

A more crucial point is that Bob must suspect the use of a steganographic 

technique and try to decode every cover he receives from Alice (he may not 

even know Alice personally). If the stego-message is not targeted towards a 

specific person, but for example is posted in an Internet newsgroup, the 

problem worsens. Although the protocol also works in this case (only the 

intended receiver can decrypt the secret message, since only he has the 

correct private key) all possible receivers have to try to decode every posted 

object.  

 

Craver extended this protocol to simulate pure steganography using both 

public and private key steganography. In most applications, pure 

steganography is preferred, since no stego-key must be shared between the 

communication partners, although a pure steganography protocol does not 

provide any security if an attacker knows the embedding method. By 
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implementing a key-exchange protocol using public key steganography, 

Alice and Bob can exchange a secret key k which they can later use in a 

secret key steganography system. Since no stego-key (besides their public 

encryption key) must be known a priori, we can refer to the communication 

process as pure steganography, although it does not conform to Definition.  

 

In this protocol, Alice first generates a random public/private key pair for 

use with any public-key cryptosystem. Then she embeds the public key in a 

channel known to and viewable by Bob (and hence also Wendy). Neither 

Wendy nor Bob can determine whether the channel contains more than 

random bits. However, Bob suspects that the stego-object sent by Alice 

contains Alice's public key and tries to extract it. He uses the received public 

key to embed a randomly chosen key k along with a short message of 

acknowledgement, both encrypted with Alice's public key, in a cover and 

sends it to Alice. Again, Wendy can try to extract the secret information sent 

by Bob, but will likely notice only random-looking ciphertext. Alice 

suspects the arrival of a message from Bob, extracts the secret information 

and decrypts it with her private key. Now Alice and Bob share a stego-key k. 

This protocol is illustrated in Figure 2.3.  

 

However, the protocol is (at the first step) susceptible to a man-in-the-

middle attack. If Wendy is active, she can catch the first stego-object sent 

from Alice to Bob and replace Alice's public key with her own. Bob will 

encrypt the random secret key k using Wendy's public key instead of Alice's. 

Now Wendy knows the key k chosen by Bob and can forward it to Alice: 

she encrypts it with Alice's public key, embeds it in a cover and sends the 
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result to Alice. Although Alice correctly receives k, she is not aware of the 

fact that Wendy also has access to k.  

 

It is conjectured that neither public key steganography nor pure 

steganography is possible in the presence of a malicious warden. Wendy 

could fool Bob by starting a public key steganography protocol or the 

extended protocol given above in the name of Alice. Since Bob has no way 

to verify the validity of the public key sent  

 

 

 

in the first step of the protocol, he cannot identify the key he received with 

Alice. This situation is very similar to public key cryptography, where a 

certification of the public key is required. In the case of pure steganography, 
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Bob is not able to distinguish a message sent by Alice from a message by 

Wendy.  
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Information Hiding in Noisy Data 
 

Steganography utilizes the existence of redundant information in a 

communication process. Images or digital sound naturally contain such 

redundancies in the form of a noise component. In this section, we will 

assume without loss of generality that the cover c can be represented by a 

sequence of binary digits. In the case of a digital sound this sequence is just 

the sequence of samples over time; in the case of a digital image, a sequence 

can be obtained by vectorizing the image (i.e., by lining up the grayscale or 

color values in a left-to-right and top-to-bottom order). Let l(c) be the 

number of elements in the sequence, m the secret message, and l(m) its 

length in bits.  

 

The general principle underlying most steganographic methods is to place 

the secret message in the noise component of a signal. If it is possible to 

code the information in such a way that it is indistinguishable from true 

random noise, an attacker has no chance in detecting the secret 

communication.  

 

The simplest way of hiding information in a sequence of binary numbers is 

replacing the least significant bit (LSB) of every element with one bit of the 

secret message m. In floating point arithmetic, the least significant bit of the 

mantissa can be used instead. Since normally the size of the hidden message 

is much less than the number of bits available to hide the information (l(m) 

<< l(c)) the rest of the LSB can be left unchanged. Since flipping the LSB of 

a byte (or a word) only means the addition or subtraction of a small quantity, 

the sender assumes that the difference will lie within the noise range and that 
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it will therefore not be generally noticed. Obviously this technique does not 

provide a high level of security. An attacker can simply try to ''decode" the 

cover, just as if he were the receiver. In addition, the algorithm changes the 

statistical properties of the cover significantly, even if the message consists 

of truly random bits.  

 

This technique can be improved. Instead of using every cover-element for 

information transfer, it is possible to select only some elements in a rather 

random manner according to a secret key and leave the others unchanged. 

This selection can be done using a pseudorandom number generator; report a 

system in which the output of the random number generator is used to spread 

the sequence of message bits over the cover by determining the number of 

cover-elements which are left unchanged between two elements used for 

information transfer.  

The last method is applicable to stream covers as well. A stream cover is a 

cover where the sender has no access to the entire sequence of numbers in 

the embedding process; think of an application which stores secret 

information in digital audio files while they are being recorded. On the other 

hand a cover is called a random access cover if the sender has access to the 

entire sequence of elements in the embedding process.  

Aura has introduced a flexible scheme applicable to random access covers, 

especially to digital images. He developed a secret key steganography 

system based on pseudorandom permutations. Due to the construction of the 

scheme, the secret information is distributed over the whole cover in a rather 

random manner. 



Information Hiding in Noisy Data 
 

Steganography utilizes the existence of redundant information in a communication 

process. Images or digital sound naturally contain such redundancies in the form of a 

noise component. In this section, we will assume without loss of generality that the cover 

c can be represented by a sequence of binary digits. In the case of a digital sound this 

sequence is just the sequence of samples over time; in the case of a digital image, a 

sequence can be obtained by vectorizing the image (i.e., by lining up the grayscale or 

color values in a left-to-right and top-to-bottom order). Let l(c) be the number of 

elements in the sequence, m the secret message, and l(m) its length in bits.  
 

The general principle underlying most steganographic methods is to place the secret 

message in the noise component of a signal. If it is possible to code the information in 

such a way that it is indistinguishable from true random noise, an attacker has no chance 

in detecting the secret communication.  

 

The simplest way of hiding information in a sequence of binary numbers is replacing the 

least significant bit (LSB) of every element with one bit of the secret message m. In 

floating point arithmetic, the least significant bit of the mantissa can be used instead. 

Since normally the size of the hidden message is much less than the number of bits 

available to hide the information (l(m) << l(c)) the rest of the LSB can be left unchanged. 

Since flipping the LSB of a byte (or a word) only means the addition or subtraction of a 

small quantity, the sender assumes that the difference will lie within the noise range and 

that it will therefore not be generally noticed. Obviously this technique does not provide a 

high level of security. An attacker can simply try to ''decode" the cover, just as if he were 

the receiver. In addition, the algorithm changes the statistical properties of the cover 

significantly, even if the message consists of truly random bits.  

 

This technique can be improved. Instead of using every cover-element for information 

transfer, it is possible to select only some elements in a rather random manner according 

to a secret key and leave the others unchanged. This selection can be done using a 

pseudorandom number generator; report a system in which the output of the random 

number generator is used to spread the sequence of message bits over the cover by 

determining the number of cover-elements which are left unchanged between two 

elements used for information transfer.  

The last method is applicable to stream covers as well. A stream cover is a cover where 

the sender has no access to the entire sequence of numbers in the embedding process; 

think of an application which stores secret information in digital audio files while they 

are being recorded. On the other hand a cover is called a random access cover if the 

sender has access to the entire sequence of elements in the embedding process.  

Aura has introduced a flexible scheme applicable to random access covers, especially to 

digital images. He developed a secret key steganography system based on pseudorandom 

permutations. Due to the construction of the scheme, the secret information is distributed 

over the whole cover in a rather random manner. 
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Information Hiding in Written 

Text 

 

Unlike noisy data, written text contains less redundant information 

which could be used for secret communication. 

Steganographic methods can try to encode the information directly in the 

text (and so exploit the natural redundancy of languages) or in the text 

format (e.g., by adjusting the interword or interline space). 

 Many ways have been proposed to store information directly in 

messages.  

1.Infrequent typing or spelling errors could be introduced, 

           2.Commas omitted 

           3. Words replaced by synonyms(المرادف(. 
 Most of them are not serious options, as they degrade the text heavily. 

Additionally the embedding task requires the interaction of the user, it 

therefore cannot be automated. 

4.On the other hand it is possible to create a text message for the 

sole purpose of being a cover for a secret communication.  

uses context-free grammars (CFG) to create cover-texts and chooses 

the  productions according to the secret message to be transmitted. Thus, 

the secret information is not embedded in the cover, the cover itself 

(actually the way it has been produced by a CFG) is the secret message. If 

the grammar is unambiguous the receiver can extract the information by 

applying standard parsing techniques, 

methods which have been extensively studied in the construction of 

compilers. Every word which can be produced out of the grammar should 

form a meaningful message, otherwise an attacker will immediately raise 

suspicion. 

 If the cover-text is transmitted in a formatted form (like HTML) 

information can be embedded in the format rather than in the 

message itself. Secret information can be stored in the size of 

interline or interword spaces .If the space between two lines is 

smaller than some threshold, a "0" is encoded,otherwise a "1."  

A similar method can be used to transmit information in ASCII text: 

infrequent additional white space characters are introduced to form the 

secret message. Many other (and more subtle) methods could be possible, 

for instance encoding information in the way a word processing system 

chooses line breakpoints. , for example, uses a very sophisticated 

algorithm for computing line- and page breaks actually. 

 

 it classifies possible breakpoints by three values called badness, 

penalty, and demerits 
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1-badness of a line is a measure for how much white space would have to 

insert to achieve a "grouped style."  

2- a penalty is assigned to every possible breakpoint, representing the 

"aesthetic cost" of breaking at a specific place. 

3-The demerits parameter of a line is then computed out of badness and 

penalty.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Least Significant Bit Substitution  
 

Bitplane tools encompass methods that apply LSB insertion and noise manipulation. 

These approaches are common in steganography and are relatively easy to apply in image 

and audio. A surprising amount of information can be hidden with little, if any, 

perceptible impact to the carriers .  

 

Sample tools used in this group include StegoDos , S-Tools , Mandelsteg , EzStego , 

Hide and Seek , Hide4PGP , White Noise Storm , and Steganos , The image formats 

typically used in such steganography methods are lossless and the data can be directly 

manipulated and recovered. Some of these  

 programs apply compression and encryption in addition to steganography 

services. These services provide better security of the hidden data. Even so, the bitplane 

methods are rather brittle and vulnerable to corruption due to small changes to the carrier.  

 

The embedding process consists of choosing a subset {j1, . . . , jl(m)} of cover-elements 

and performing the substitution operation cji  

 

 mi on them, which exchanges the LSB of cji by mi (mi can either be 1 or 0). One 

could also imagine a substitution operation which changes more than one bit of the cover, 

for instance by storing two message bits in the two least significant bits of one cover-

element. In the extraction process, the LSB of the selected cover-elements are extracted 

and lined up to reconstruct the secret message. This basic scheme is presented in 

Algorithms 3.1 and 3.2. One problem remains to be solved: in which way should the cji 

be chosen?  

 

In order to be able to decode the secret message, the receiver must have access to the 

sequence of element indices used in the embedding process. In the simplest  

 

 

 
 



case, the sender uses all cover-elements for information transfer, starting at the first 

element. Since the secret message will normally have less bits than l(c), the embedding 

process will be finished long before the end of the cover. In this case, the sender can 

leave all other cover elements unchanged. This can, however, lead to a serious security 

problem: the first part of the cover will have different statistical properties than the 

second part, where no modifications have been made. To overcome this problem, for 

instance the public domain program PGMStealth enlarges the secret message with 

random bits—so that l(c) = l(m)—in an attempt to create an equal change in randomness 

at the beginning and the end of the cover. The embedding process thus changes far more 

elements than the transmission of the secret would require. Therefore the probability that 

an attacker will suspect secret communication increases.  

 

A more sophisticated approach is the use of a pseudorandom number generator to spread 

the secret message over the cover in a rather random manner; a popular approach is the 

random interval method . If both communication partners share a stego-key k usable as a 

seed for a random number generator, they can create a random sequence k1,   ..., kl(m) and 

use the elements with indices  

 

 
for information transfer. Thus, the distance between two embedded bits is determined 

pseudorandomly. Since the receiver has access to the seed k and knowledge of the 

pseudorandom number generator, he can reconstruct ki and therefore the entire sequence 

of element indices ji. This technique—which is especially efficient  

 



 

 

in the case of stream covers—is illustrated in Algorithms 3.3 and 3.4, which are special 

cases of the general framework presented in Algorithms 3.1 and 3.2. 
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Examples of Invisible Communication 
 

1-Subliminal Channels in Digital Signature Schemes 

 

The two people can communicate invisibly by exploiting weaknesses of 

digital signature schemes. Subliminal channels can be added to the 

ElGamal signature scheme, DSA, ESIGN, and some others. As an 

example, we want to show here how to construct a subliminal channel 

using the ElGamal signature scheme. 

To generate ElGamal keys the user chooses a prime p, a generator g of 

Z*p, and a random number x < p. The user calculates y = gx mod p; the 

public key is the triple <y, g, p> and the private key is x. To sign a 

message M, the user first chooses a random number k such that k is 

relatively prime to p - 1, computes a = gk mod p and solves M ≡ xa +kb 

mod (p - 1) for b. The signature is then the pair a and b. To verify a 

signature, confirm that ya ab ≡ gM mod p. 

To store an additional secret message in the digital signature, the receiver 

must have access to the sender's private key x. To send a secret message 

M′ together with some harmless message M, M′ plays the role of the 

random number k in the basic ElGamal scheme (i.e., the sender calculates 

a = gM′ mod p and solves M ≡ xa + M′b mod (p - 1) for b). The signature 

is again the pair a and b and can be verified as above. If the receiver has 

access to x, he can subject to further conditions reconstruct M′ using the 

extended Euclidean algorithm. 

generate ElGamal keys  

1-generate aprime key , its p 

2-generates two random number g and x sush that both g and x are less 

then p. 

3-compute Y=gxmod p. 
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4-the message m ,the choose random k,such that k is relatively prime to 

p-1. 

5-compute a=gk mod p. 

6- m=xa+kb mod p-1 

7-verify asignature confirm that ya ab=p =gm mod p. 

   P,g,y public key 

  X private key 

 

 

2-Covert Channels in Operating Systems 

If both communication partners have access to one computer system (or if 

the communication partners are actually two processes running on one 

host), there are many other subtle methods of invisible communication. 

For decades the designers of operating systems have worried about the 

possibility of security leaks in high-security operating systems. The 

concern is that malicious programs could exploit covert channels to pass 

on sensitive information from a highly protected to a less protected 

system area. a communication channel is covert if it was neither designed 

nor intended to transfer information at all; it uses entities not normally 

viewed as data objects to transfer information from one subject to 

another]. 

Covert channels can arise( (تنشأ when one part of the system (i.e., a shared 

resource) operating at a specified security level is able to supply a service 

to another system part with a possibly different security level. Consider 

the following example: in an operating system, a process A acting at a 

high security level is able to write data onto adisk; another process B, 

operating at a lower security level, can access the file table (i.e., the 
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names and sizes of all files created by the other process), although it has 

no access to the data itself. Such a situation can lead to a covert 

channel: A can send information to B by choosing appropriate file names 

and sizes. 

the Open System Interconnect (OSI) network model for possible covert 

channels usable to transmit secret information. They found many possible 

weaknesses (e.g., unused portions of data frames in the data link layer). 

There are even more subtle ways for sharing data; the timestamp of an IP 

packet can be used to transmit one bit of data (packets sent by even time 

increments represent logical zero, packets sent at odd time increments 

represent a logical one), the collision detection system in the Ethernet 

physical layer can be modified,and the Internet control message utilized 

 

3-Video Communication Systems 

 
Steganography can be used to embed secret messages into a video stream 

recorded by video conferencing systems. 

the stores messages into a lossy DCT-based video compression scheme. 

They state that in an Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) video 

conferencing system a Global System for Mobile Communications 

(GSM) telephone conversation (up to 8 Kbps) could be embedded 

without severely degrading the video signal and thus making the secret 

communication apparent. This rate, however, depends on the nature of 

the video image used as cover. 

 

4-Data Hiding in Executable Files 

Executable files contain lots of redundancies in the way independent 

subsequent instructions are scheduled or an instruction subset is chosen to 

solve a specific problem. Code obfuscation techniques, primarily  
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developed to  protect re-engineering of software products, can be used to 

store additional information in executable files. Such techniques try to 

transform a program P into a functionally equivalent program P′ which is 

more difficult to reverse-engineer; in steganographic applications the 

secret information lies in the sequence of transformations applied. 

More precisely, if P → P′ is a transformation of a source program P into 

a target program P′, two conditions should hold: if P fails to terminate or 

terminates with an error message, P′ may or may 

not terminate; otherwise, P′ terminates and produces the same output as 

P.  
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Active and Malicious 

Attackers 

 

During the design of a steganographic system special attention has to be 

paid to the presence of active and malicious attackers. Active attackers 

are able to change a cover during the communication process; Wendy 

could capture one stego-object sent from Alice to Bob, modify it and 

forward the result to Bob. It is a general assumption that an active 

attacker is not able to change the cover and its semantics entirely, but 

only make minor changes so that the original and the modified cover-

object stay perceptually or semantically similar. An attacker is malicious 

if he forges messages or starts steganography protocols under the name of 

one communication partner.  

 

1.Active Attackers: Robust Steganography 

  

Steganographic systems are extremely sensitive to cover modifications, 

such as image processing techniques (like smoothing, filtering, and image 

transformations) in the case of digital images and filtering in the case of 

digital sound. But even a lossy compression can result in total information 

loss. Lossy compression techniques try to reduce the amount of 

information by removing imperceptible signal components and so often 

remove the secret information which has previously been added. 

An active attacker, who is not able to extract or prove the existence of a 

secret message, thus can simply add random noise to the transmitted 

cover and so try to destroy the information. In the case of digital images, 

an attacker could also apply image processing techniques or convert the 

image to another file format. All of these techniques can be harmful to the 

secret communication. Another practical requirement for a steganography 
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system therefore is robustness. A system is called robust if the embedded 

information cannot be altered without making drastic changes to the 

stego-object. 

Generally, there are two approaches in making steganography 

robust: 

 1) By foreseeing possible cover modifications ,the embedding process 

itself can be made robust so that modifications will not entirely destroy 

secret information. 

 2) Approach tries to reverse the modifications that have been applied by 

the attacker to the cover, so that the original stego-object can be restored. 

 

 

 

 

2.Malicious Attackers: Secure Steganography 

 

In the presence of a malicious attacker, robustness is not enough. If the 

embedding method is not dependent on some secret information shared 

by sender and receiver, (i.e., in the case of pure steganography or public 

key steganography) an attacker can forge messages, since the recipient is 

not able to verify the correctness of the sender's identity. Thus, to avoid 

such an attack, the algorithm must be robust and secure. We can define a 

secure steganographic algorithm in terms of four requirements: 

 

1• Messages are hidden using a public algorithm and a secret key; the     

secret key must identify the sender uniquely; 

2• Only a holder of the correct key can detect, extract, and prove the 

existence of the hidden message. Nobody else 

should be able to find any statistical evidence of a message's existence; 
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3• Even if the enemy knows (or is able to select) the contents of one 

hidden message, he should have no chance of 

detecting others; 

4• It is computationally infeasible(غير قابل للتطبيق) to detect hidden 

messages. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Watermarking 

 
Watermarking Terminology 

Today, we are of course concerned with digital, rather than analog, communication 

and media. As in analog media,there is interest in steganographic and watermarking 

methods that allow the transmission of information hidden or 

embedded in other data. Several names have been coined for such techniques. 

However, the terms are often confused, and therefore it is necessary to clarify the 

differences. 

 

 

 
Figure Generic digital watermarking scheme. 

Visible watermarks, as the name says, are visual patterns like logos which are inserted 

into or overlaid on images(or video), very similar to visible paper watermarks. Visible 

watermarks are mainly applied to images, for example, 

to visibly mark preview images available in image databases or on the Web in order 

to prevent commercial use of such images. The applications of visible watermarks to 

video is of course also possible and under some 

circumstances one might even think of embedding an audible watermark into audio. 

An example of visible watermarking has been developed in the context of the IBM 

Digital Libraries project . The technique combines the watermark image with the 

original image by modifying the brightness of the original image as a function of the 

watermark and a secret key. The secret key determines pseudorandom scaling values 

used for brightness modification in order to make it difficult for attackers to remove 

the visible mark. For the rest of this book we will focus on imperceptible watermarks. 

Watermarking, as opposed to steganography, has the additional notion of robustness 

against attacks. Even if the existence of the hidden information is known it should be 

hard for an attacker to destroy the embedded watermark without knowledge of a key . 

A practical implication of the robustness requirement is that watermarking methods 

can typically embed much less information into cover-data than 

steganographic methods. Steganography and watermarking are thus more 

complementary than competitive approaches. In the remainder of this chapter, we will 

mainly focus on watermarking methods, and not on steganographic methods in 

general. 

 

Fingerprinting and labeling are terms that denote special applications of 

watermarking. They relate to watermarking applications where information such as 

the creator or recipient of digital data is embedded as watermarks. Fingerprinting 
 

means watermarking where the embedded information is either a unique code 

specifying the author or originator of the cover-data, or a unique code out of a series 

of codes specifying the recipient of the data. Labeling means watermarking where the 



embedded data may contain any information of interest, such as a unique data 

identifier. 

Bitstream watermarking is sometimes used for watermarking of compressed data, for 

example compressed video. 

 

The term embedded signatures has been used instead of ''watermarking" in early 

publications, but is usually not used anymore, since it potentially leads to confusion 

with cryptographic signatures. Cryptographic signatures serve for authentication 

purposes. They are used to detect any alteration of the signed data and to authenticate 

the sender. 

Watermarks, however, are only used for authentication in special applications, and are 

usually designed to resist alterations and modifications. 

Fragile watermarks are watermarks that have only very limited robustness. They are 

applied to detect modifications of the watermarked data, rather than conveying 

unerasable information.  

 

Basic Watermarking Principles 

All watermarking methods share the same generic building blocks: a watermark 

embedding system and awatermark recovery system (also called watermark extraction 

or watermark decoder). Figure shows the generic watermark embedding process. The 

input to the scheme is the watermark, the cover-data and an optional public or 

secret key. The watermark can be of any nature such as a number, text, or an image. 

The key may be used to enforce security, that is the prevention of unauthorized parties 

from recovering and manipulating the watermark. 

All practical systems employ at least one key, or even a combination of several keys. 

In combination with a secret or a public key the watermarking techniques are usually 
 

 

 
 

Figure Generic watermark recovery scheme. 

referred to as secret and public watermarking techniques, respectively. The output of 

the watermarking scheme is the watermarked data. 

For real-world robust watermarking systems, a few very general properties, shared by 

all proposed systems, can be identified. They are: 

• Imperceptibility. The modifications caused by watermark embedding should be 

below the perceptible threshold,which means that some sort of perceptibility criterion 

should be used not only to design the watermark, but also quantify the distortion. As a 

consequence of the required imperceptibility, the individual samples (or pixels, 

voxels,features, etc.) that are used for watermark embedding are only modified by a 

small amount. 

• Redundancy. To ensure robustness despite the small allowed changes, the 

watermark information is usually redundantly distributed over many samples (or 

pixels, voxels, features, etc.) of the cover-data, thus providing a 



global robustness which means that the watermark can usually be recovered from a 

small fraction of the watermarked data. Obviously watermark recovery is more robust 

if more of the watermarked data is available in the 

recovery process.  

• Keys. In general, watermarking systems use one or more cryptographically secure 

keys to ensure security against manipulation and erasure of the watermark. As soon as 

a watermark can be read by someone, the same person may easily destroy it because 

not only the embedding strategy, but also the locations of the watermark are known in 

this case. 

These principles apply to watermarking schemes for all kinds of data that can be 

watermarked, like audio, images, video, formatted text, 3D models, model animation 

parameters, and others. 

The generic watermark recovery process is depicted in the  Figure. Inputs to the 

scheme are the watermarked data, the secret or public key, and, depending on the 

method, the original data and/or the original watermark. The output is either 

the recovered watermark W or some kind of confidence measure indicating how likely 

it is for the given watermark at the input to be present in the data ′ under inspection. 

Three types of watermarking systems can be identified. 

Their difference is in the nature and combination of inputs and outputs: 

• Private watermarking (also called nonblind watermarking) systems require at least 

the original data. Type I systems extract the watermark W from the possibly distorted 

data ′ and use the original data as a hint to find 

where the watermark could be in ′. Type II systems also require a copy of the 

embedded watermark for extraction 

and just yield a ''yes" or "no" answer to the question: does ′ contain the watermark 

W? ( ′ × I × K × W → {0, 1}). 

It is expected that this kind of scheme will be more robust than the others since it 

conveys very little information 

and requires access to secret material. 

• Semiprivate watermarking (or semiblind watermarking) does not use the original 

data for detection ( ′ × K × W→ {0, 1}) but answers the same question. 

Potential applications of private and semiprivate watermarking are for 

evidence in court to prove ownership, copycontrol in applications such as digital 

versatile disc (DVD) where the disc reader needs to know whether it is allowed to 

play the content or not, and fingerprinting where the goal is to 

identify the original recipient of pirated copies. 

• Public watermarking (also referred to as blind or oblivious watermarking) remains 

the most challenging problem since it requires neither the secret original I nor the 

embedded watermark W. Indeed, such systems really extract n bits of information (the 

watermark) from the marked data: ′ × K → W. 

Depending on the application, the input to both generic schemes is usually in the form 

of uncompressed or compressed data. For obvious reasons the watermarking 

techniques should exploit the nature of the input. It would 

not make much sense if a watermarking scheme for MPEG-2 video requires single 

decompressed video frames to perform the watermarking since this would include a 

decoding and re-encoding procedure and make the entire 

watermarking process computationally too expensive. However, it should be noted 

that for some applications it may be interesting to design watermark detection 

schemes, which allow for a watermark to be detected regardless 



of the domain where it was embedded. This is important, for example, in applications 

requiring resilience to transcoding or change of format. 

 

Watermarking Applications 

The requirements that watermarking systems have to comply with are always based 

on the application. Thus, before we review the requirements and the resulting design 

considerations, we will present some applications of watermarking. For obvious 

reasons there is no "universal"watermarking method. Although watermarking 

methods have to be robust in general, different levels of required 

robustness can be identified depending on the specific application-driven 

requirements. 

 

Watermarking for Copyright Protection 

Copyright protection is probably the most prominent application of watermarking 

today. The objective is to embed information about the source, and thus typically the 

copyright owner, of the data in order to prevent other parties from claiming the 

copyright on the data. Thus, the watermarks are used to resolve rightful ownership, 

and this application requires a very high level of robustness. The driving force for this 

application is the Web whichcontains millions of freely available images that the 

rightful owners want to protect. Additional issues besides robustness have to be 

considered. For example, the watermark must be unambiguous and still resolve 

rightful ownership if other parties embed additional watermarks. Hence, additional 

design requirements besides mere robustness apply. 

 

Fingerprinting for Traitor Tracking 

There are other applications where the objective is to convey information about the 

legal recipient rather than the source of digital data, mainly in order to identify single 

distributed copies of the data. This is useful to monitor or trace back illegally 

produced copies of the data that may circulate, and is very similar to serial numbers of 

software products. This type of application is usually called "fingerprinting" and 

involves the embedding of a different watermark into each distributed copy. Because 

the distribution of individually watermarked copies allow collusionattacks , the 

embedded watermarks have to be designed as collusion-secure. Also, for some 

fingerprinting applications it is required to extract the watermark easily and with a 

low complexity, for example, for World Wide Web applications where special Web 

crawlers search for pirated watermarked images. Watermarks for 

fingerprinting applications also require a high robustness against standard data 

processing as well as maliciousattacks. 

 

Watermarking for Copy Protection 

A desirable feature in multimedia distribution systems is the existence of a copy 

protection mechanism that disallows unauthorized copying of the media. Copy 

protection is very difficult to achieve in open systems; in closed or proprietary 

systems, however, it is feasible. In such systems it is possible to use watermarks 

indicating the copy status of the data. An example is the DVD system where the data 

contains copy information embedded as a watermark. A compliant DVD player is not 

allowed to playback or copy data that carry a "copy 

never" watermark. Data that carry a "copy once" watermark may be copied, but no 

further consecutive copies are 

allowed to be made from the copy . 



 

Watermarking for Image Authentication 

In authentication applications, the objective is to detect modifications of the data. This 

can be achieved with socalled "fragile watermarks" that have a low robustness to 

certain modifications like compression, but are impaired 

by other modifications Furthermore, the robustness requirements may change 

depending on the data type and application. Nevertheless, among all possible 

watermarking applications, authentication watermarks require the 

lowest level of robustness by definition. It should be noted that new approaches have 

emerged in which data attributes, such as block average or edge characteristics, are 

embedded and check if the received image still has the 

same attributes. It is clear that such schemes may require a higher robustness if 

identification of the modified areas is of interest. 

 

Requirements and Algorithmic Design Issues 

Depending on the watermarking application and purpose, different requirements arise 

resulting in various design 

issues. Watermark imperceptibility is a common requirement and independent of the 

application purpose. 

Additional requirements have to be taken into consideration when designing 

watermarking techniques: 

• Recovery with or without the original data. Depending on the application, the 

original data is or is not available 

to the watermark recovery system. If the original is available, it is usually 

advantageous to use it, since systems that use the original for recovery are typically 

more robust. However, in applications such as data monitoring, the original data is of 

no use because the goal is to identify the monitored data. 

• Extraction or verification of a given watermark. There are two inherently 

equivalent approaches for watermark embedding and recovery. In the first approach, 

one watermark out of a predefined set of admissible watermarks is 

embedded, and the watermark recovery tests the watermarked data against the 

admissible set. The output of the watermark recovery is the index of the embedded 

watermark or a symbol "no watermark found." In the second 

approach, the embedded watermark is the modulation of a sequence of 

symbols given to the watermark embedding system. In the detection process the 

embedded symbols are extracted through demodulation. 

• Robustness. Robustness of the watermarked data against modifications and/or 

malicious attacks is one of the key requirements in watermarking. However, as said 

before, there are applications where it is less important than for 

others. 

• Security issues and use of keys. The conditions for key management differ greatly 

depending on the application. 

Obvious examples are public key watermarking systems like DVD versus secret key 

systems used for copyright protection. 

 

Imperceptibility 

One the most important requirements is the perceptual transparency of the watermark, 

independent of the application and purpose of the watermarking system. Artifacts 

introduced through a watermarking process are not 



only annoying and undesirable, but may also reduce or destroy the commercial value 

of the watermarked data. It is therefore important to design marking methods which 

exploit effects of the human visual or auditory system in order to maximize the energy 

of the watermark under the constraint of not exceeding the perceptible threshold. Two 

problems are related to this issue. The first one is the reliable assessment of the 

introduced distortion which will be described in Section 5.6. The second problem 

occurs when processing is applied to the watermarked data. For 

example, in image watermarking the visibility of the watermark may increase if the 

image is scaled. 

Robustness 

The ultimate watermarking method should resist any kind of distortion introduced by 

standard or malicious data processing. No such perfect method has been proposed so 

far, and it is not clear yet whether an absolutely secure 

watermarking method exists at all. Thus, practical systems must implement a 

compromise between robustness and the competing requirements like invisibility and 

information rate. Depending on the application purpose of the 

watermarking methods, the desired robustness therefore influences the design process. 

For example in image watermarking, if we need a method that is resilient to JPEG 

compression with high compression factors, it is probably more efficient to employ a 

method working in a transform domain than to use a method that works in the 

spatial domain. Similarly, if the method should accommodate generalized geometrical 

transformations, that is rotation, nonuniform scaling, and shearing, an approach in the 

spatial domain is probably more suitable. Looking at the distortion that the 

watermarked data is 

likely to undergo by either intentional or unintentional modifications, two groups of 

distortion can be distinguished. 

The first one contains distortions which can be considered as additive noise to the data 

whereas the distortion in the second group are due to modifications of the spatial or 

temporal data geometry with the intent to introduce a 

mismatch between the watermark and the key used for embedding. These two 

distortions or attacks are often referred to as destruction attacks and synchronization 

attacks, respectively. Finer categorization of attacks were 

also proposed . 

Depending on the application and watermarking requirements, the list of distortions 

and attacks to be considered 

includes, but is not limited to: 

• Signal enhancement (sharpening, contrast enhancement, color correction, gamma 

correction); 

• Additive and multiplicative noise (Gaussian, uniform, speckle, mosquito); 

• Linear filtering (lowpass-, highpass-, bandpass filtering); 

• Nonlinear filtering (median filtering, morphological filtering); 

• Lossy compression (images: JPEG, video: H.261, H.263, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, audio: 

MPEG-2 audio, MP3, 

MPEG-4 audio, G.723); 

• Local and global affine transforms (translation, rotation, scaling, shearing); 

• Data reduction (cropping, clipping, histogram modification); 

• Data composition (logo insertion, scene composition); 

• Transcoding (H.263 → MPEG-2, GIF → JPEG); 

• D/A and A/D conversion (print-scan, analog TV transmission); 

• Multiple watermarking; 



• Collusion attacks; 

• Statistical averaging; 

• Mosaic attacks. 

Some of these attacks, and others, are described in Chapter 7. The basic principle is to 

design watermarking 

methods, which are robust enough such that successful attacks would also impair the 

commercial value of the 

cover-data. 

 

Watermark Recovery with or without the Original Data 

Watermarking methods using the original data set in the recovery process usually 

feature increased robustness not only towards noise-like distortions, but also 

distortions in the data geometry since it allows the detection and 

inversion of geometrical distortions. In many applications, such as data monitoring or 

tracking, access to the original data is not possible. In other applications, such as 

video watermarking applications, it may be impracticable 

to use the original data because of the large 

amount of data that would have to be processed. While most early watermarking 

techniques require the original data for recovery, there is a clear tendency to devise 

techniques that do not require the original data set. This is probably due to the larger 

fields of applications for such techniques. 

 

Watermark Extraction or Verification of Presence for a Given Watermark 

As was said before, two types of watermarking schemes exist: systems that embed a 

specific information or pattern and check the existence of the (known) information 

later on in the watermark recovery process, and systems that 

embed arbitrary information into the data. For example, copyright protection can be 

achieved with systems verification of the presence of a known watermark. 

Watermarking schemes embedding arbitrary information are, 

for example, used for image tracking on the Internet with intelligent agents where it 

might not only be of interest to discover images, but also to classify them. The 

embedded watermark can be used as an image identification number 

or as a pointer to a database entry. 

It should be noted that both schemes can be interchanged. A scheme which allows 

watermark verification can be considered as a one-bit watermark recovery scheme, 

and can easily be extended to any number of bits by modulation with the arbitrary 

information to be embedded. The inverse is also true: a watermark recovery scheme 

can be considered as a watermark verification scheme assuming the embedded 

information is known. 

 

Watermark Security and Keys 

In most applications, such as copyright protection, the secrecy of embedded 

information needs to be assured. This and related issues are often referred to as 

watermark security. Applications in which security is not an issue include 

image database indexing. If secrecy is a requirement, a secret key has to be used for 

the embedding and extraction process. Two levels of secrecy can be identified. In the 

highest level of secrecy an unauthorized user can neither 

read or decode an embedded watermark nor can he detect if a given set of data 

contains a watermark. The second level permits any user to detect if data is 

watermarked, but the embedded information cannot be read without 



having the secret key. Such schemes may, for example, be useful in copyright 

protection applications for images. 

As soon as a copyrighted image is opened in a photo editing software program the 

user is informed by a note indicating that the image is protected. 

Such schemes can, for example, contain multiple watermarks, with public and 

secret keys. It is also possible to combine one or several public keys with a private 

key and embed a joint 

public/private watermark . 

When designing a working overall copyright protection system, issues like secret key 

generation, distribution, and management (possibly by trusted third parties), as well as 

other system integration aspects have to be considered as 

well. 

 

Resolving Rightful Ownership 

In order to successfully resolve rightful ownership, it must be possible to determine 

who first watermarked a data set in case it contains multiple watermarks. This can be 

achieved by imposing design constraints, such as the 

noninvertibility of the watermark  or using additional functionalities, such as time-

stamping. 

Evaluation and Benchmarking of Watermarking Systems 

Besides designing digital watermarking methods, an important issue addresses proper 

evaluation and benchmarking. This not only requires evaluation of the robustness, but 

also includes subjective or quantitative evaluation of the distortion introduced through 

the watermarking process. In general, there is a trade-off between 

watermark robustness and watermark perceptibility. Hence, for fair benchmarking and 

performance evaluation one has to ensure that the methods under investigation are 

tested under comparable conditions . 

 

Performance Evaluation and Representation 

Independent of the application purpose type of data, the robustness of watermarks 

depends on the following 

aspects: 

• Amount of embedded information. This is an important parameter since it directly 

influences the watermark 

robustness. The more information one wants to embed, the lower the watermark 

robustness. 

• Watermark embedding strength. There is a trade-off between the watermark 

embedding strength (hence the 

watermark robustness) and watermark perceptibility. Increased robustness requires a 

stronger embedding, which in 

turn increases perceptibility of the watermark. 

• Size and nature of data. The size of the data has usually a direct impact on the 

robustness of the embedded 

watermark. For example, in image watermarking very small pictures do not have 

much commercial value; 

nevertheless, a marking software program needs to be able to recover a watermark 

 

from them. This avoids a "mosaic" attack  on them and allows tiling, used often in 

Web applications. For printing applications high-resolution images are required but 

one also wants to protect these images after they are resampled and used on the Web. 



In addition to the size of the data, the nature of the data also has an important impact 

on the watermark robustness. Again taking image watermarking as an example, 

methods featuring a high robustness for scanned natural images have an surprisingly 

reduced robustness for synthetic, such as computer generated, images. 

• Secret information (e.g., key). Although the amount of secret information has no 

direct impact on the perceptibility of the watermark and the robustness of the 

watermark, it plays an important role in the security of the 

system. The key space, that is, the range of all possible values of the secret 

information, must be large enough to make exhaustive search attacks impossible. The 

reader should also keep in mind that many security systems fail to resist very simple 

attacks because the system designers did not obey basic cryptographic principles in 

the design. 
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Fingerprinting 

Introduction 

Fingerprints are characteristics of an object that tend to distinguish it from other 

similar objects. They have various applications, but in this chapter, we will show how 

they can be used for copyright protection of data. The techniques we are interested in 

do not rely on tamper-resistance and hence do not prevent users from making copies 

of the data, but they enable the owner to trace authorized users distributing them 

illegally. In the case of encrypted satellite television broadcasting, for instance, users 

could be issued a set of keys to decrypt the video streams and 

the television station could insert fingerprint bits into each packet of the traffic to 

detect unauthorized uses. If agroup of users give their subset of keys to unauthorized 

people—so that they can also decrypt the traffic—at least 

one of the key donors can be traced when the unauthorized decoder is captured . In 

this respect, fingerprinting is usually discussed in the context of the traitor tracing 

problem. 

Fingerprints have another application: they can also be used as a means of high-speed 

searching. For example, the Cambridge University Library uses a fingerprint code 

with six characters to search periodicals. If the title consists 

of one word, one just needs to keep the first six characters. Otherwise, the first three 

characters of the first word of the periodical title and three initial characters of the 

following words in the title are used . For instance, 

"Computer & Communications Security Reviews," can be found simply using 

"comcsr." Similar ideas but more complicated techniques involving hashes are also 

used in database searching. Usually, cryptographic techniques are not used for such 

purposes. In both cases, the underlying concept is similar but the aspects and 

detailed techniques are different. 

Fingerprinting refers to the process of adding fingerprints to an object or of 

identifying fingerprints that are already intrinsic to an object. The next sections 

present examples of fingerprints, the terminology and requirements for 

fingerprinting, a classification of fingerprints, research history, and a brief survey of 

important fingerprinting 

schemes. 

 

Examples of Fingerprinting 
Fingerprinting has been used for centuries and we may find several classical examples 

of it. We list typical examples of fingerprinting before the computer era. These 

examples will provide inspiration about what fingerprinting is and why it is needed. 

Human fingerprints: It is known that each fingerprint has a different pattern that 

distinguishes it from others. For investigation purpose, human fingerprints are 

collected from prisoners and criminals. Since it is an easy means of 

identification, some countries adopt it in the citizen's identification card (e.g., Korea 

and France). The Korean resident identification card contains a human fingerprint, 

and French citizens must give their fingerprints when 

requesting a new national identification. Human fingerprints are also used for access 

control as shown in several spy movies. During World War II, the American Office of 

Strategic Services (OSS) used the fist of their agents to identify them . Similar 

biometrics means such as human iris patterns and voiceprints are used for the same 

purpose. A British building society has been operating a large number of human iris 

scanning test systems on automated teller machines and will adopt this technology for 
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customer identification on their automated tellermachines rather than a typed 

password . 

Fired bullet: Each weapon has its own type of fired bullet depending on both the 

manufacturer and the type of weapon. Typewriters are similar; each typewriter has its 

own typesets. 

Serial number: Serial numbers on manufactured products are unique for each 

product and can be used to distinguish between them. 

Coded particles of explosives: Some explosives are manufactured with tiny coded 

particles that can be found after an explosion. By examining the particles, the 

manufacturer, type, and manufactured time can be identified. 

Maps: Sometimes maps have been drawn with slight deliberate variations from 

reality to identify copies. 

Since fingerprints on digital data are easy and inexpensive means of copyright 

protection, the demand on fingerprinting in computers and communication is getting 

stronger. We can find several examples of fingerprints in 

the computer era. 

Prefix of email address: On mailing systems supporting IETF RFC 754 [5], it is 

possible to add a prefix to usual email addresses. This can be useful when registering 

with an on-line service. For example, Bob (Bob@foo.org) 

can register Mallory+Bob@foo.org at Mallory's site. Then if he receives an 

unsolicited message to this address, he can infer that Mallory passed the address to 

some bulk mailer. 

PGP public keys: PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) is one of the most widely used public 

key packages  and fingerprints for PGP public keys are used as one of the most 

important methods of identification. In PGP, the 

fingerprint is the MD5  hash of public key bits including the public modulus and 

encryption exponent . This fingerprint is almost unique, and can be used as an 

identifier in directories of keys such as the Global Internet Trust Register . This 

register includes PGP fingerprints and key length as identifiers for public 

keys. 

Digital audio/video: It has been suggested to use fingerprints to check out piracy of 

video data. In a pay-TV broadcast system, fingerprinting is applied to trace illegal 

subscribers . 

Documents: As copyright protection means, fingerprinting is used in documents to 

discourage copying . 

Fingerprints are also embedded in computer programs, multimedia data, data streams, 

etc. 

Terminology and Requirements 

A mark is a portion of an object and has a set of several possible states; a fingerprint 

is a collection of marks; adistributor is an authorized provider of fingerprinted objects 

to users; an authorized user is an individual who is authorized to gain access to a 

fingerprinted object; an attacker is an individual who gains unauthorized access to 

fingerprinted objects; and a traitor is an authorized user who distributes fingerprinted 

objects illegally. 

To help understand this terminology, let us think about a case of image distribution; 

the image producer deliberately puts tiny errors into each distributed copy. These 

errors are the marks and the collection of all these 

errors is the fingerprint. The producer of the image is the distributor, and the buyer the 

user. A group of users may compare their images and find deliberate errors, then they 
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may give or sell this information to others so that they can make illegal copies (such 

an attack is called a collusion attack). In 

this example, a group of users who give the information of errors are the traitors and 

the people who make illegal copies are the attackers. 

The general threat model in fingerprinting is as follows: the distributor's goal is to 

identify the users whom the attacker has compromised and the attacker's goal is to 

prevent his identification by the distributor. 

While fingerprinting in itself provides only detection and not prevention, the ability to 

detect illegal use may help deter individuals from committing these acts. 

Requirements of fingerprinting for copy tracing and copy reduction 

include collusion tolerance as well as all requirements of watermarking: 

• Collusion tolerance: even if attackers have access to a certain number of copies 

(objects), they should not be able 

to find, generate, or delete the fingerprint by comparing the copies. In particular, the 

fingerprints must have a 

common intersection. 

• Object quality tolerance: the marks must not significantly decrease the usefulness or 

quality of the object. 

• Object manipulation tolerance: if an attacker tampers the object, the fingerprint 

should still be negotiable, unless 

there is so much noise that makes the object useless. In particular, the fingerprint 

should tolerate lossy data 

compression. 

 

Classification 
Fingerprinting can be classified by the objects to be fingerprinted, detection 

sensitivity, fingerprinting methods, and 

generated fingerprints. These four categories are not exclusive. The taxonomy we 

adopt is based on Wagner . 

Object-Based Classification 

The nature of the objects is a primitive criterion, since it may provide a customized 

way to fingerprint the object. 

There are two categories in object-based classification: digital fingerprinting and 

physical fingerprinting. If an object to be fingerprinted is in digital format so that 

computers can process fingerprints, we call it digital fingerprinting. 

If an object has its own physical characteristics that can be used to differentiate it 

from others, we speak of physical fingerprinting. Human fingerprints, iris patterns, 

voice patterns, and coded particles of some explosives are of this type. 

Detection-Sensitivity-Based Classification 

The sensitivity level of a fingerprinting scheme against illegal use is another criterion. 

Based on the detection sensitivity against violation, we classify fingerprinting into 

three categories: perfect fingerprinting, statistical 

fingerprinting, and threshold fingerprinting. 

If any alteration to the objects that makes the fingerprint unrecognizable must also 

make the object unusable, we speak of perfect fingerprinting. Thus the fingerprint 

generators can always identify the attacker by one misused 

object. Statistical fingerprinting is less strict. Given many sufficiently misused objects 

to examine, the fingerprint generators can gain any desired degree of confidence that 

they have correctly identified the compromised user. The identifier is, however, never 

certain. Threshold fingerprinting is a hybrid type of the above two. It allows a certain 
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level of illegal uses, say threshold, but it identifies the illegal copy when the threshold 

is reached. Thus it is allowed to make copies of an object less than the threshold, and 

the copies are not detected at all. When the number of 

copies exceeds the threshold, the copier is traced. 

 

Fingerprinting Method-Based Classification 

Primitive methods for fingerprinting such as recognition, deletion, addition, and 

modification have also been used as another classification criterion. If the 

fingerprinting scheme consists of recognizing and recording fingerprints 

that are already part of the object, it is of recognition type; examples are human 

fingerprints and iris patterns. In deletion-type fingerprinting, some legitimate portion 

of the original object is deleted. If some new portion is added 

to the object, it is of addition type. The additional part can be either sensible or 

meaningless. When a change to some portion of the object is made, it is of 

modification type; examples are maps with variations. 

 

Fingerprint-Based Classification 

We may identify two types of fingerprints: discrete fingerprinting and continuous 

fingerprinting. If the generated fingerprint has a finite value of discontinuous 

numbers, the fingerprint is called discrete. Examples include hash 

values of digital files. If the generated fingerprint has a continuous value and 

essentially there is no limit to the number of possible values, the fingerprint is called 

continuous. Most physical fingerprints are of this type. 

 

Fingerprinting Schemes 

 
In this section, we list important achievements in fingerprinting and summarize 

statistical fingerprinting, traitor tracing, collusion-secure fingerprinting, asymmetric 

fingerprinting, and anonymous fingerprinting. 

 

Statistical Fingerprinting 
In 1983, Wagner [12] introduced statistical fingerprinting based on hypothesis tests. 

The detailed procedure is as 

follows: suppose there are n real data values v1, v2, . . . , vn and m users. We assume 

there are a sufficiently large number of data values so that we can test statistical 

hypotheses. To qualify for use in statistical fingerprinting, it must be able to find a 

value δ j > 0 for each vj such that the δ j-neighborhood of vj does not intersect with 

some neighborhood of vi, for each i ≠ j. Then, each user receives a number in the 

closed interval [vj - δj, vj + δj] that is different from other users' numbers. 

Approximately half of the data values received by users are in [vj, vj + δj] and 

the remaining half are in [vj - δj, vj]. The version of the jth datum sent to user i is 

denoted vij. 

Suppose the data has been misused some way, and that the distributor can extract the 

values v ′1, v ′2, . . . ,v ′n from the illegal copy he found. For each i with 1 ≤ i ≤ 
m, we want to test the hypothesis that user i is the source of the returned values. In 

order to do so, we examine the likelihood for a given i; that is, (Lij)1≤j≤n are the 

normalized differences between the returned values and the values given to user 

i. 
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For a given i, we consider the means of (Lij)1≤j≤n over two disjoint subsets. Let be the 

mean of those Lij such that vij is the higher of the two versions of vj sent to different 

users and be the mean of those Lij such that vij is the  lower of the two versions. Then ≤ 

0 and ≥ 0. Let μi := - . 

Suppose the attacker made no alteration to the values before they returned as . If the 

attacker got the data from user i, then μi = = = 0. If he got it from someone else, then 

we expect Thus if no alteration was made, the Eattacker should be identified 

immediately unless n is very small. 

When the attacker alters the returned values, ≈ 0 might no longer be valid even for 

large n, since the attacker might alter these values according to some 

distribution with nonzero mean. However, it can be assumed that the attacker cannot 

tell which values were the larger of the two possible versions and which were the 

smaller. Thus for large enough n, if user i is the source of 

the attacker's value, one expects that μ i can be close to zero. On the other hand, if 

user i is not the source of the attacker's values, we expect for large n. 

As a result, one can use the following algorithm. For each i, calculate the difference 

μi of the two means as above. 

If for some i, μ i is close to zero and for all other k ≠ i, μk is close to one, then 

there is evidence for the hypothesis that the user i is the source of the misused data. 

By checking the value μi for all i, it is possible to identify which 

user leaked the information. 

Since this fingerprinting scheme is based on hypothesis tests, we may raise the 

confidence level of hypothesis tests,however the hypothesis never becomes a 

certainty. 

 

Collusion-Secure Fingerprinting 
In 1995, Boneh and Shaw introduced c-secure codes to obtain collusion-secure 

fingerprinting. They pointed out that collusions are the most significant problems in 

fingerprinting schemes, and they provided a clear solution for collusion-tolerant 

fingerprinting. 

Let be an alphabet of size s representing s different states of the marks. The letters in 

can be the integers 1 to s. 

Given an l-bit word x ∈ Σl and an index set I = {i1, . . . , ir} ⊆ {1, . . . , l}, we 

denote by x|I the word xi1 xi2 . . . xir 

where xi is the ith letter of x. We call x|I the restriction of x to the positions in I. A set 

Γ = {x(1), . . . , x(n)} ⊆ Σl is 

called a (l, n)-code. The codeword x(i) will be assigned to user ui, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let C 

be a coalition of users; a 

coalition is a set of users involved in making illegal copies. If the words assigned to 

users in C match in their ith 

position out of {1, . . . , l}, we say that position i is undetectable for C; that is, = = . . . 

= for C = 

{u1, . . . , uc}. Suppose the ith mark is detectable by the coalition. The coalition can 

generate an object in which the 

mark is in an unreadable state so that the police cannot determine which state an 

unreadable mark is in. We denote 

a mark in an unreadable state by ''?". Let R be the set of undetectable positions for C. 

Then the feasible set of C is 
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defined as 

for some user u in C. Hence the feasible set contains all words which match the 

coalition's undetectable bits. 

We would like to construct codes with the following property: no coalition can 

collude to frame a user not in the coalition. When we limit the size of the coalition to 

c users, we call such codes c-frameproof codes. Formally, a cframeproof 

code Γ is defined as a code satisfying F(W) ∩ Γ = W for W ⊂ Γ of size at most 

c. Over the binary alphabet = {0, 1}, we define the (n, n)-code Γ0(n) containing all n-

bit binary words with exactly one 1. We can prove that Γ0(n) is n-frameproof. 

Suppose a distributor marks an object with a code Γ and a coalition C of users 

colludes to generate an illegal object marked by some word x and then distribute this 

new object. We would like to detect a subset of the coalition when 

an illegal object is found; that is, we would like to construct a tracing algorithm to 

detect it. A code Γ is said to be totally c-secure if there is a tracing algorithm A 

satisfying the following condition: if a coalition C of at most c users generates a word 

x then A(x) ∈ C; that is, the tracing algorithm A on input x must output a member of 

the coalition C that generated the word x. Hence an illegal copy can be traced back to 

at least one member of the guilty coalition. We regard the tracing algorithm A as a 

function A : {0, 1}n → {1, . . . , n}, where n is the number of users. We describe how 

such a tracing algorithm can be constructed. 

Suppose a coalition C of c users creates an illegal copy of an object. Fingerprinting 

schemes that enable us to capture a member of coalition C with probability at least 1 - 

ε are are called c-secure codes with ε-error. Formally, 

Γr is c-secure with ε-error if there is a tracing algorithm A such that if a coalition C 

of at most c users generates a 

word x then Pr[A(x) ∈ C] > 1 - ε where the probability is taken over by the 

random bits r and the random choices 

made by the coalition. In a construction of collusion-secure codes, we can obtain a 

tracing algorithm which given a 

word x generated by some coalition C, outputs a member of C with probability 1 - ε. 

Let cm be a column of height n in which the first m bits are one and the rest are zero. 

The code Σ0(n, d) consists of 

all columns c1, . . . , cn-1, each duplicates d times. The amount of duplication 

determines the error probability ε. Let 

x(1), . . . , x(n) denote the codewords of Γ0(n, d). Before the distributor embeds the 

codewords of Σ0(n, d) in an object, 

he makes the following random choice: he randomly picks a permutation π ∈ Sl, 

where Sl is the full symmetric 

group of all permutations on l letters. User ui's copy of the object will be fingerprinted 

using the word x(i). Note 

that the same permutation π is applied to all users, and π will be kept secret. 

Keeping the permutation hidden from 

the users is equivalent to hiding the information of which mark in the object encodes 

which bit in the code. 

To derive a tracing algorithm, let us define some notions. Let Bm be the set of all bit 

positions in which the users see 

columns of type cm. That is, Bm is the set of all bit positions in which the first m users 

see a one and the rest see a 
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zero. The 

number of elements in Bm is d. For 2 ≤ s ≤ n - 1, define Rs = Bs-1 ∪ Bs. For a binary 

string x, let weight(x) denote the number of ones in x. 

Suppose user s is not a member of coalition C which produced the word x. The hidden 

permutation π prevents the coalition from knowing which marks present which bits 

in the code Γ0(n, d). The only information the coalition has is the value of the marks 

it can detect. Observe that without user s a coalition sees exactly the same values for 

all bit positions i ∈ Rs. 

For a bit position i ∈ Rs, the coalition C cannot tell if i lies in Bs or in Bs-1. This means 

that whichever strategy they use to set the bits of x|Rs-1, the ones in x|Rs will be roughly 

evenly distributed between x|Bs and x|Bs-1 with high probability. Hence if the ones in x|Rs 

are not evenly distributed then, with high probability, user s is a member of the 

coalition that generated x. With some computation, we can obtain a measure for d in 

Γ0(n, d) such that d = 2n2 log (2n/ε) for n ≥ 3, and the tracing algorithm can be 

formulated as follows: 

Algorithm Given x ∈ {0, 1}l, find a subset of the coalition that produced x. 

1. If weight(x|B1) > 0, then output ''user 1 is guilty" 

2. If weight(x|Bn-1) < d, then output "user n is guilty" 

3. For all s = 2 to n - 1 do; let k = weight(x|Rs). If 

then output "user s is guilty" 

There is one thing needed to be clarified: if the word x found in the illegal copy 

contains some unreadable marks, 

these bits are set to zero before the word x is given to the algorithm. The algorithm 

then receives a word in {0, 1}l. 

 

Asymmetric Fingerprinting 
Usually, fingerprinting schemes are symmetric, that is, all users are able to recognize 

the fingerprinted copy. In electronic commerce, this property implies that it is not 

possible for the distributor to prove that a specific user and 

not the merchant distributed the object illegally. In order to handle this situation, 

Pfitzmann and Schunter introduced asymmetric fingerprinting (see Figure 1). In this 

scheme only the buyer knows the data with thefingerprint. If the merchant later finds 

it somewhere, the merchant can identify its buyer and prove this fact to third 

parties. 

This scheme consists of four protocols: key_gen, fing, identify, and dispute. In the 

key generation protocol key_gen, the buyer generates a public key pkB and a private 

key skB and publishes the public key pkB via a certification authority. Let Asymmetric 

fingerprinting. 

us consider a purchase of a picture in digital format. As inputs for the fingerprinting 

protocol fing, the merchant inputs the picture to sell, the buyer's identity pkB and a 

string str to describe the purchase; str is used to match inputs from multiparties like a 

search key. Moreover the merchant may input a list of records from previous sales of 

the same picture. The buyer inputs str and his secret key skB. An output to the buyer is 

the picture to buy with a small error. The buyer may also obtain a record recordB to be 

stored for future disputes. If the protocol fails, the buyer will get an output "failed." 

The output for the merchant is a record of the sale recordM or "failed." When the 

merchant finds a copy and wants to identify the original buyer, he inputs the copy 

found to the algorithm identify with the picture the merchant sold and a list of sales 
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records of the picture. The output of identify  is either "failed" or the identity of a 

buyer pkB and a signed string proof by the buyer. The dispute protocol 

dispute is a two- or three-party protocol between the merchant, an arbiter, and 

possibly the accused buyer. The merchant and arbiter input pkB and str. The merchant 

additionally inputs the string proof. If the accused buyer takes part, he inputs str, his 

secret key skB, and recordB. The output of the protocol is a Boolean value for the 

arbiter whether he accuses or not. That is, the output shows whether the arbiter 

accepts that the merchant has found the picture bought by the accused buyer with str. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Asymmetric Fingerprinting 
 

 

Traitor Tracing 
If only one person knows a secret and it appears on the evening news, then the guilty 

party is evident. When the set of people that have access to the secret is large, 

however, a more complex situation arises. If all of them share exactly the same data, 

the problem of determining guilt or innocent is unsolvable. One possibility to find a 

traitor from the secret sharers is to give a slightly different secret to the sharers. Chor 

et al.  applied this idea to reduce piracy. For this application, it is necessary to identify 

whether piracy is going on and to prevent information transfer to pirate users while 

harming no legitimate users. Furthermore, the legal evidence of the pirate identity 

should be provided. An application of their scheme to trace pirates who abuse a 

broadcast encryption scheme under the above requirements is presented. 

The detailed operation of the Chor-Fiat-Naor scheme  is as follows: the distributor 

generates a base set R of r random keys and assigns m keys out of R to every user, 
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which form the user's personal key. Note that different personal keys may have a 

nonempty intersection. 

A traitor-tracing message consists of multiple pairs (enablingblock, cipherblock), see 

Figure 2. The cipher block is the symmetric encryption of the actual data, say a few 

seconds of a video clip, under some secret random key S. 

The enabling block allows authorized users to obtain S, and consists of encrypted 

video data under some or all of the r keys by the distributor. Each user can compute S 

by decrypting the encrypted video data using his keys, that is, the user's key set and 

enabling block become input to generate the decryption key for the corresponding 

cipher block. 

Traitors may collude and give an unauthorized user a subset of their keys so that the 

unauthorized user can also decrypt the cipher blocks. The goal of the scheme is to 

assign keys to users in such a way that when a pirate decoder is captured and the keys 

it possesses are examined, it should be possible to detect at least one traitor. 

It is expected that traitor-tracing schemes provide legal evidence for such  

treachery.  

 

 
 

 

Figure 2 Traitor Tracing fingerprinting 
 

 

Anonymous Fingerprinting 

 introduced a signature scheme that makes it possible to get the signature on a data 

from a signer without revealing the content of the data; this is called blind signature. 

Anonymous fingerprinting is an application of blind signatures. introduced  

anonymous asymmetric fingerprinting based on a trusted third party and the 

asymmetric fingerprinting scheme . Buyers can buy nformation anonymously, but can 

nevertheless be identified if they redistribute this information illegally, see 

Figure.3.Electronic marketplaces are supposed to offer similar privacy as 

conventional marketplaces; that is, a certain level 

of anonymity in electronic purchase should be achieved. When people buy goods with 

cash, no one can trace the purchase in conventional marketplaces. It is undesirable for 

all this anonymity to be destroyed just to make buyers identify themselves for 

fingerprinting. With all previous symmetric and asymmetric fingerprinting schemes, 

buyers have to identify themselves during the purchase. 

The basic idea of the anonymous fingerprinting is as follows: the buyer selects a 

pseudonym (i.e., a key pair (skBpkB) of a signature scheme), and signs under his true 

identity that he is responsible for this pseudonym. He obtains acertificate certB from 

the registration center. With this certificate the registration center declares that it 

knows the identity of the buyer who chose this pseudonym (i.e., the 
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registration center can identify a pseudonym with a real person). The buyer then 

computes a signature on the text identifying the purchase with no knowledge of the 

merchant, sig := sign(skB, text) when he makes a purchase, and then embeds the 

information emb := (text, sig, pkB, certB) in the purchased data item. He hides this 

value in a bit commitment and sends the certificate and the commitment to the 

merchant in zero-knowledge. Bit commitment  is a cryptographic technique to commit 

to data yet keep it secret for some period; detailed information can be found in  When 

identification is needed, the merchant extracts emb and sends proof := (text, sig, pkB) 

to the registration center and asks for identification. In the response, the registration 

center sends back the buyer's signature to the merchant. With the signature, the 

merchant can then verify all values and has the evidence to accuse the buyer. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3 Anonymous Fingerprinting 
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